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Abstract
We employ a Discrete Element Model with self grav-
ity to investigate what happens to a rubble-pile in the
orbit of Phobos when it is subjected to small pertur-
bations. We expect to find limiting values for orbital
and body parameters for Phobos during its history, as
well as predict the expected longevity of Phobos as it
continues to spiral closer to Mars.

1. Introduction
Phobos, the larger of the two moons of Mars, or-
bits its parent planet today with a semi-major axis of
a = 9377.2 km, closer to its primary than any other
satellite in the solar system. With a volume density of
∼ 1876 kg m−3 [1], Phobos lies uncomfortably close
the the Roche limit. A model of the satellite as a per-
fectly rigid solid body would put the Roche limit at

d solid
Roche = RPhobos

(
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MMars

MPhobos
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≈ 5460 km,

(1)
where RPhobos is the mean radius1 and MMars/Phobos

are the masses of Mars and Phobos respectively.
But with an estimated porosity of ∼ 30% Phobos

is unlikely to be a very stong monolith. In fact a
likely model of Phobos is that of an almost strenght-
less rubble-pile. A fully fluid body of the same density
would suggest a Roche limit of

d fluid
Roche ≈ 2.44RMars

(
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ρPhobos

)1/3

≈ 10 000 km,

(2)
well outside the satellite’s orbit given the densities
ρMars and ρPhobos estimated for Mars and Phobos re-
spectively [1].

If Phobos is a rubble pile, or dominated by regolith,
then it must be held together against Martian tides by
small frictional and cohesion forces. If so then Pho-
bos might become episodically structurally unstable

1Phobos is quite elongated so at times the relevant Roche limit
would be even further out than suggested by (1).

in response to small perturbations, for example slid-
ing in response to seismogenic meteoroid collisions.
A regolith-dominated satellite inside the Roche limit
that depends on contact forces between its constituent
“grains" would be susceptible to modest perturbations
that momentarily break the contact forces, fluidizing
the material like rice in a hopper. We expect a com-
plex granular behavior in Phobos.

In this work we plan to find out just how suscepti-
ble a regolith-dominated Phobos is, was, and will be
to small perturbations. We shall expand upon previ-
ous studies of Phobos’ geological stability [2, 3] by
using a fast N-body code, built upon a popular com-
mercial physics engine, with support for friction, arbi-
trarily shaped elements, resting contacts, and hardware
acceleration, to model the threshold of tidal disrup-
tion in the presence of meteoroid perturbations. The
sizes of the rubble elements are limited by computa-
tional capacity, but they can be of arbitrary size and
shape. For now we assume a coarse aggregate rub-
ble pile structure, regolith through and through. We
note that the code physically models Phobos as a pile
of 100 m rocks; in fact it is probably 100 µm dust
throughout most of its exterior. This certainly limits
what we can conclude from our models.

2. Method
A rubble-pile body does not need to obey the predic-
tions of either eq. (1) or eq. (2). Although far easier
to break apart than a solid body, a rubble-pile is nev-
ertheless more resistant to disruption than a viscous
fluid. The forces resisting tidal disruption are sev-
eral. First, frictional forces resist shear strain when the
grains are under confining pressure. Cohesion forces
too, although small, may be comparable to surface
gravity for small grains [4] and just as important for
keeping the pile from coming apart. Finally, there are
so-called dilational forces. These are simply the re-
sult of the geometric interlocking between irregularly
shaped grains: it takes energy to shear a rubble-pile as
any lateral movement of a grain necessarily requires a
bulk volume change.
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The relative importance of the above forces is hard
to predict a priori. An analytical tidal equation involv-
ing all the potentially relevant forces would be very
hard to work with, and so our preferred approach is a
set of simulations, with a small number of free param-
eters.

A rubble-pile is simulated using a Discrete Ele-
ment Model (DEM). That is, the rigid body dynamics
of individual constituent grains is simulated, includ-
ing the effects of collisions, resting contacts, and fric-
tion. Problem specific forces then need to be added, in
this case the self gravity between each pair of grains,
some kind of cohesion force law [4], and of course the
time varying tidal field. By far the most difficult part
of the computation is the detection and resolution of
collisions between grains, especially when irregularly
shaped grains are used. Here we use a DEM that is
based on the commercial Physics Engine PhysX by
nVidia2. We have previously used this DEM in simu-
lations of tidal encounters [5], after testing it with sim-
ple and complex granular behavior. Figure 1 shows a
few snapshots from a simulation of a generic asteroid,
composed of 5120 randomly shaped polyhedra, being
subjected to a strong, but brief tidal encounter.

In the present work, gravity forces are computed be-
tween all pairs, and the pair-wise distance calculations
are performed in parallel on a GPU hardware to allow
for increased resolution.

We will be presenting the results of a suite of simu-
lations following a rubble-pile shaped like Phobos and
made of a large number of randomly shaped polyhe-
dra, and occupying the satellite’s current orbit, as well
as predicted future orbits. Requiring an initially stable
rubble-pile will translate into lower bounds on the pa-
rameters controlling friction and cohesion. Once a sta-
ble configuration is reached, we will force small per-
turbations on the body and determine the time scale to
return to a stable state, and the minimum perturbation
required to start shedding mass, or even to completely
break apart the satellite. We expect to determine how
much longer can Phobos expect to survive, as it inches
closer and closer to Mars.
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Figure 1: Snapshots from a simulated tidal encounter of a
generic asteroid, using the same DEM and methods that will
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to separate roughly linearly with time.
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